We present a new method for transition-based parsing where a solution is a pair made of a dependency tree and a derivation graph describing the construction of the former. From this representation we are able to derive an efficient parsing algorithm and design a neural network that learns vertex representations and arc scores. Experimentally, although we only train via local classifiers, our approach improves over previous arc-hybrid systems and reach state-of-the-art parsing accuracy.
Introduction
While transition-based dependency parsing is usually implemented as a beam-search procedure, e.g. (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016) , some recent work such as (Shi et al., 2017) showed that global inference can be performed efficiently with dynamic programming. To this end, the stack representing pending subparses and the buffer representing the unconsumed input must both be abstracted into equivalence classes, while remaining rich enough to help with accurate predictions.
In this paper we first explicitly consider that a solution in transition-based parsing is represented as a pair made of a derivation graph and a derived dependency tree allowing the scoring function to be expressed naturally as a sum over these 2 structures. While we restrict our presentation to archybrid systems, our method can be applied quite directly to other transition rule systems.
Secondly we show that this representation leads to an exact O(n 4 ) parsing algorithm using dynamic programming. This algorithm can be seen as an extension of the minimal feature set archybrid parsing algorithm presented in (Shi et al., 2017) where the contribution of the dependency arcs can be explicitly added to the scoring function as in the Eisner parsing algorithm (Eisner, 1996) .
We then propose an alternative approach to global inference where derivation steps are represented as dense vectors based on the number and type of steps in a derivation. With this abstraction we design a neural architecture based on nonlocal networks (Wang et al., 2017) related to selfattention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2018) to learn these representations while maintaining the possibility for exact decoding.
Our contribution can be summarized as follows: (i) a representation of arc-hybrid parsing as maximum subgraphs selection where a solution contains dependencies and derivation information; (ii) a polynomial dynamic programming algorithm to solve this problem exactly; (iii) a neural architecture able to learn representations for the subgraph vertices and compute arc scores without explicit stack and buffer representations.
These contributions are validated empirically by experimental results on the Penn Treebank where our system reaches state-of-the-art accuracy (94.8% UAS) for arc-hybrid parsing with networks of comparable size.
We first review arc-hybrid dependency parsing ( §2) then present a deductive scheme to solve it ( §3). The neural architecture is presented in §4 and experiments reported in §5. Finally we discuss some related work in §6.
2 Arc-Hybrid Dependency Parsing
Arc-Hybrid Derivations
Intuitively, the arc-hybrid parsing strategy (Gómez-Rodríguez et al., 2008; Kuhlmann et al., 2011) builds dependency parses incrementally by reading the sentence from left to right. The pending words are words which have been given all their left modifiers but may have not been given all their right dependents yet. The pending words are stored in the stack which initially contains a dummy root word. The words which have not been read yet are stored in order in the buffer. The first word in the buffer is called the frontier word.
The algorithm proceeds by reducing the most recent pending word (the top of the stack) which means assigning it a governor. This governor is either the current frontier word, creating a left arc, or the previously most recent pending word (below in the stack), creating a right arc. Once given a governor, the most recent pending word is popped out. When the frontier word has been given all his left dependents, it is shifted which means it is pushed in the stack, becomes the most recent pending word and the next word in the sentence becomes the frontier word.
More formally, the arc-hybrid parsing algorithm is defined using configurations. Following standard definition, a configuration is a triplet [σ, β, A] where σ is a stack of indexes of words which have not been given a governor yet, β a list (buffer) of indexes of words still to be read 1 , and A the set of dependency arcs that have been constructed so far.
Given sentence w = w 1 ,..., w n and dummy root token w 0 , there are one initial configuration c 1 = [0, 1..., ∅] and many goal configurations of the form [0, ∅, A]. There exist 3 transition rules to pass from one configuration to another 2 :
A derivation for w is a sequence γ = c 1 , t 1 , c 2 , t 2 , . . . , t 2n , c 2n+1 of 2n transitions from c 1 leading to a goal configuration c 2n+1 .
The set of derivations for a sentence w is noted D w . It can be shown that derivations all generate projective dependency trees and that, for a sentence with n words, they each contain n shift operations and n left or right reductions 3 .
Shifts and reductions can be seen as forming a well-parenthesized expression. Each word is associated with a kind of parenthesis and shifting and reducing this word correspond to opening and closing parentheses of this kind. 1 A buffer containing (i,..., n) will be denoted by "i...". 2 Shift and left transitions require a non-empty buffer and the stack has to be of length at least 2 for left and right transitions since w0 cannot be the governor of a left arc.
3 Note that derivation is not unique for a dependency tree.
For instance, in She wants to eat an apple, the derivation
where shifting a word is represented by a subscripted opening parenthesis and reductions are closing parentheses typed either L or R, will generate the following dependency tree: w 0 She wants to eat an apple Arc-hybrid parsing amounts to finding the highest-scoring derivation for a sentence:
If we assume s decomposes over transition scores s (c , t ), we retrieve the well-studied cumulative sum of its transition scores.
(1)
General Formulation for Dynamic Programming
We present a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm for arc-hybrid parsing with cumulative transition scores as in Eq. 1. This algorithm cannot be used as such since states references complete stack contents, of which there is an exponential number, leading to an intractable complexity. To use this algorithm in practice we would need to resort to beam search in order to approximate solutions, see for instance (Dyer et al., 2015) . However, this constitutes a general framework from which efficient algorithms can be derived by considering various equivalence classes over states and independence assumptions in the scoring function. For instance we can retrieve the Minimal Feature Set algorithm of Shi et al. (2017) , or the new algorithm presented in Section 3.
In our algorithm, an item σ,A i, j B represents the following set of subsequences of a derivation:
i.e. subsequences which start with shifting w i and end with w i on top of the stack and w j on top of the buffer 4 . As a special case, we will note ∅,∅ 0, j B the set of subderivations starting from the initial configuration [0, 1..., ∅] and leading to [0, j..., B].
Goal: Goal items have the form:
Axioms: The algorithm starts with the set of items corresponding to possible shifts 5 : σ,A i, i+1 A : [σ, i..., A] → [σ|i, i+1..., A]. The first axiom 6 ∅,∅ 0, 1 ∅ pictures a dummy subderivation that would put w 0 on top of the stack and lead to the initial configuration [0, 1..., ∅].
DP Steps: A DP step consists in building an item σ,A i, j B by composing σ,A i, k C , σ|i,C k, j D , and a reduce operation on word w k :
We thus have a right reduction rule:
and a left reduction rule:
Scoring Items: We trivially score an axiom σ,A i, i+1 A with the score of a shift transition occurring in configuration [σ, i..., A].
We compute the score of a DP step as the sum of the scores of the combined items and the score of reducing w k from configuration [σ|i|k, j..., D]. When several DP steps produce the same item, it is assigned the highest score.
Minimal Feature Set Algorithm
For this algorithm (Shi et al., 2017) , the score of a transition t does not depend on the whole configuration but only on the index on top of the stack and the first index of the buffer. In other words, local scores s only depend on word indexes (i,j,k). This assumption is crude but it allows for quite large items equivalence classes. We can retrieve this algorithm from the one above by removing unnecessary information in the items. Items of the form σ,A i, j B will simply reduce to i, j , there will be O(n 2 ) such items, and the DP complexity will be O(n 3 ). More concretely, we have the following schemata: 5 There is one axiom for each possible configuration [σ, i..., A] with 0 ≤ i < n, σ a valid stack and A the set of corresponding arcs. 6 Other axioms can be generated lazily from stack and arcs set pairs of items created by DP steps.
Goal: 0, n+1 .
One of the issues with this parsing scheme is the difficulty to interpret item scores consistently. In the case of a left reduction (producing k ← j above) the score of k, j can be interpreted as the score of word j being the governor of word k and the score of i, k as the score of shifting word k in the context of i being the most recent pending word.
On the contrary, in the case of a right reduction (producing i → k above) if the score of i, k may well be interpreted analogously as the score of having i as a governor of k, we cannot interpret k, j as the score of shifting k, and it may be difficult to interpret this item score in terms of a transition operation.
Parsing with Derivations and Dependencies

A New Score for Derivations
We depart form previous work and make the dependency arc contribution explicit in the score function:γ
where S w is the set of pairs (γ, τ ) with γ ∈ D w and τ the dependency tree corresponding to γ. We use an arc-factored model for τ from now on and discuss scores for γ. We define an equivalence class (i, q) containing all configurations c such that the first index i of β equals i and the size of stack |σ | equals q. Thus, we rewrite cumulative transition scores as:
(3)
We also consider a score function based on the nestedness property of shift/reduce derivations. A score is given to each pair consisting of a shift and its corresponding (left or right) reduction. In other words, we exploit the perfect matching induced by a derivation between shift and reduce transitions: if t is a shift transition and t its matching reduction, we consider a score depending on the equivalence classes of c and c +1 . Note that the nestedness property implies that the stacks σ and σ +1 are equal. Moreover, i +1 = i as t is a reduction, an operation which does not modify the buffer. Denoting by M the set of matching shift/reduce pairs (t , t ) in γ, this gives:
Note that s m (i , |σ |, i ) can be seen as the score of performing a reduction when i is on the top of the stack of size |σ | and i is the first word position of the buffer. Hence, this gives a score similar to the reduction score used in the minimal feature set algorithm. The difference is that the score takes into account the size of the stack but not the type (left or right) of reduction that is performed. The direction information will be given by the dependency arc score.
Finally, the derivation score is:
Graph Representation of a Derivation
In this section we represent the derivation of the arc-hybrid parsing using graphs. A derivation is a sequence of n shifts and n reductions such that no more reductions than shifts are performed at each step. Such a sequence is a Dyck word and can then be represented as a path in an (n + 1) × (n + 1) grid starting at the lower left corner, ending at the lower right corner, using only up-right diagonal arcs and downward arcs (Roman, 2015) . Such representation is the starting point of our derivation graph.
Define the derivation graph G = (V, A) as fol-
represents the set of equivalence classes. A vertex v q i corresponds to the class (i, q) of configurations, where w i is the first word in the buffer 7 and the stack is of size q. The arc set A is given by A = T ∪ E where T represents transitions between states and E matches between shifts and reductions. We note
The value n + 1 for i indicates that the buffer is empty.
T S , T L and T R represent shifts and tagged reductions respectively. We set
because a shift can be matched to a reduction only if the size of the stack is the same before the shift and after the reduce. Note that for a sentence with n words, G will have O(n 2 ) vertices and O(n 3 ) arcs.
A derivation γ obtained by the arc-hybrid parsing will be represented by a pair (P, M ) where P ⊆ T is a path representing the derivation γ and M ⊆ E is the set of arcs matching the shifts with their associated reductions in the derivation.
More formally, (P, M ) is a solution if and only if we have the following. P is a path from v 1 1 to v 1 n+1 in G using only arcs of T . By construction, it contains n arcs of T S and n arcs of T L ∪ T R . It then corresponds to the sequence of transitions t 1 , . . . , t 2n . Note that any arc (v q i , v q+1 i+1 ) in P consists in pushing word w i on the top of the stack and any arc (v q i , v q−1 i ) in P consists in popping the top of the stack. One can retrieve the sequence of configurations c 1 , . . . , c 2n+1 thanks to the transitions.
Remark that each vertex v q i covered by P corresponds to configuration c 2i−q since i − 1 shifts and i − q reduces have been performed. An arc (v q i , v q j ) of E belongs to M if the transition t 2i−q is a shift, transition t 2j−q−1 is a reduction and these shift and reduce operations are matched together.
, v q j ) belong to P . One can associate a score s u from Eq. (3) with each arc of T and a score s m from Eq. (4) with each arc of E. In this case, s(γ) corresponds to
As an illustration, the derivation presented in the introduction can be represented by the set of black arcs P and red arcs M in Figure 1 .
Dynamic Programming Algorithm
From the graph representation above we can derive a DP algorithm which computes the score of the optimal solution subgraph. This algorithm can be seen as a specialization of the general framework presented in Section 2.2 for our scoring functions. Since score functions s u and s m take the size of the stack into account, items with different (initial) stack sizes cannot be equivalent. Hence, items of the form q i, j are needed, where q = |σ| represents the size of the stack before shifting w i . Leaving out the resulting dependency arcs, both reduction rules can be written with these equivalent items:
There are O(n 3 ) equivalent items and the DP complexity will be O(n 4 ). Such items will be scored in the following way :
• the score of an axiom q i, i+1 is s u (i, q, shift). Axioms appear as black diagonal arcs (v q i , v q+1 i+1 ) in Figure 1 .
• In a DP step, the score of the reduce transition is s u (j, q+2, reduce) . The transition is represented as a black vertical arc (v q+2 j , v q+1 j ) in Figure 1 .
• Finally the matching score in a DP step is s m (k, q+1, j). This score corresponds to red curved arcs (v q+1 k , v q+1 j ) in Figure 1 . Figure 2 depicts both reduction rules. An item is represented as an arrow for the initial shift, and a triangle for the well-nested part of the subderivation. A reduction builds a new item by extending the well-nested part of the left antecedent with a new matching arc obtained from the right antecedent and the new reduction arc.
A dependency arc is added to assign a head to k, the midpoint of the reduction rule, depending on the direction of the reduction. 
Learning Derivation Scores
We first present our network architecture inspired by recent work on self attention (Vaswani et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017) which is able to learn representations of arc-hybrid configuration classes, that we call step representations. These representations are then used to compute derivation scores.
Our network is an encoder/decoder. The encoder computes word and step representations in the specific context of the sentence to be parsed, while the decoder computes arc scores.
We borrow from the transformer layer (Vaswani et al., 2017 ) the idea of global attention but extend it to the case where the size of the output is different from the size of the input. This has already been explored in (Gu et al., 2018) in the context of Machine Translation. However our problem is simpler because the size of the output is always twice the size of the input, in other words we do not have to estimate the size of the output.
Notation
A feed-forward layer is a sequence of an affine transformation, a ReLU filter and a linear transformation, i.e. FF(x) = V (max(0, (W x + b))), with V, W, b trainable parameters.
We call interpolation layers functions like I(x, y) = C(x)·x+(1−C(x))·y where C is a linear transformation followed by a sigmoid squashing, and · denotes the component-wise product.
Combining the previous two, we define highway layers (Greff et al., 2017) as functions H(x) = I(x, F F (x)), i.e. an interpolation of input x and a feed-forward transformation of x.
We also make use of biaffine functions following (Dozat and Manning, 2017 ) that we define as functions of the form B(e, f ) = e M f +V e, with matrix M and vector V learnable parameters.
Layer Structure
Each layer L i is the composition of two sublayers A i , computing a generalized attention, and B i , performing a feed-forward transformation. As is the case in previous approaches, each sublayer is followed by a layer normalization (Ba et al., 2016) and a residual connection to prevent underflows.
In more details, each layer takes as input a sequence of size n of dense vectors of size d packed as a matrix X in R n×d and a query vector sequence of size o, either equal to n or 2n depending on the layer (see infra) packed as a matrix Y in R o×d . When X and Y are the same, we recover the selfattention mechanism of the transformer layer. The layer forward value is given by the following equations, where LN is a layer normalization: (LN (a i (X, Y) ))).
The first sublayer A i computes for each output position in Y a multi-head scaled dot-product attention over input query Y and key/value X, with m attention heads.
Each attention head A takes a query as input queries, keys and values, and computes for each query vector a convex combination of value vectors, the coefficients of which are given by an operation between the query and the key vectors:
where softmax is applied row-wise and µ is a smoothing factor between 0 and 1, which is set to d −0.5 , where d is the size of a query vector, following previous implementations of dot-product attention (Luong et al., 2015) .
The second sublayer B i applies the same feedforward transformation to each element of the sequence of vectors returned by A i .
Word and Position Embeddings
Each word in the train set is associated with a real vector stored in a lookup table E. In order to cope with unseen words, we follow (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016) and at training time words are randomly UNK-ed with a probability inversely proportional to their frequency in the train set.
Contrarily to recurrent networks such as LSTMs, attention networks do not have a builtin notion of position so it must be provided externally. In our systems, we have two types of positions, namely word positions and step positions. We use position embeddings stored in lookup tables called respectively T and S.
Word Encoder and Dependency Scores
Our encoder is the composition of e self-attention layers starting from word and position vectors.
After encoding, we get X e that we interpret as a sequence of contextualized word vectors. We can use these vectors to predict arc scores. In the following, we use a biaffine function B dep to define the raw score between head at position i and modifier at position j: s w i →w j = B dep (X e [i], X e [j]).
These raw scores are used in two ways.First and most obviously they score dependency arcs of the derived tree in this model. Second, for each modifier we use incoming arc scores to weigh potential heads and compute an expected head vector. We use normalized scores via softmax to interpolate head vectors. As a result for each vector word X e [i] we obtain an expected head vector Y e [i], which will be used hereafter.
Step Encoder
For steps, we distinguish the first layer from the others. For the first layer, input is the sequence returned by the last word encoder noted X e and expected heads Y e , and the query is initialized with the increasing sequence of valid step position embeddings called P = [S(1); . . . ; S(2n)]. D 0 = X e + Y e , P 1 = P, D 1 = L e+1 (D 0 , P 1 )
For k > 1, we set D k = L e+k (D k−1 , D k−1 ). Given sentence w, we note h(w) the sequence of vectors returned by the last decoder layer.
Decoders as Local Classifiers
In this section we present how the score function can be decomposed as local probabilities. Given a sentence w, we assume the probability of a derivation γ is conditioned upon its corresponding derived tree τ . This condition prevents inconsistencies between τ and γ but plays no other role in the scoring function. The probability of a derived tree decomposes as independent head predictions computed by a logistic regression over head scores.
The probability of a derivation in D w is the probability at each independent step of 2 events: the transition t and the step position r of the corresponding reduction for a shift, or a dummy position for a reduction. We consider these two events to be independent but requiring the knowledge of the difference q between the number of shifts and reductions already performed before the current step. This difference can also be interpreted in the context of the arc-hybrid algorithm as the depth of the stack. The difference is then used as a parameter for the potentials. This gives:
The condition on sentence and step index w, is implemented via functions taking the th step representation of w computed as described in the previous section, denoted h(w) or simply h if the sentence is clear from the context.
In practice we restrict the set of values for q as the set of natural numbers between one and nine, and a special value for differences greater or equal to ten 8 . We use a lookup table F to convert discrete difference values to dense representations.
Note that although the 3 distributions are conditioned on the same step representations introduced in the previous section, these representations are first passed through highway layers, {H i } i=d,u,m , parameterized for each distribution. This helps with the specialization of step representations while keeping the possibility to share information between tasks.
The first two distributions are categorical distributions of the exponential family. They are computed as normalized potentials given by feedforward transformations of steps and differences.
The third distribution is computed with a biaffine function B m followed by a softmax, as in (Dozat and Manning, 2017) . We reserve an extra value for the result random variable which encodes the absence of corresponding reduction.This is used when s is not a shift step. Note the difference embedding is only used on the left side of M .
Learning is performed by simply maximizing the conditional log-likelihood of the 4 distributions over the correct derivations given a set of sentences. Once parameterized, it is straightforward to see how these distributions can fit the score model of Equation 5.
Conditional log-likelihood minimization requires to compute values for each distribution along gold solutions, which means it is a O(n 2 ) procedure, because of distributions on dependency arcs and matching transitions, which both require 2 position parameters in order to be computed. (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008) . Transition sequences were obtained from dependencies and in case of ambiguity right reductions were always performed before shift if possible. We followed the standard split (02-21 for training, 23 for testing and 22 for development purposes) and used POS tags predicted by the Stanford MaxEnt tagger trained using 10-way jackknifing (Toutanova et al., 2003) . We evaluate on unlabeled attachment without punctuation, with CoNLL evaluation script.
Implementation Hyperparameters are given in Table 1 . In addition to word embeddings parameterized on the PTB, we use pretrained Glove vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) . Our prototype is written in c++ with DYNET 9 for neural computations (Adam optimizer and default values) and UDPIPE 10 for reading and writing data files. Minibatches contain around 1,000 tokens. We train each model for 100 epochs and select our best model according to its development UAS. We follow previous works with transformers to set the learning rate (Vaswani et al., 2017) . For the first 8, 000 updates the learning increases linearly with the number of steps, then it decreases proportionally to the squared root of the number of steps. We use the formula of Strubell et al. (2018) .
Results Results on the PTB test set are presented in Table 2 and comparisons with previous work on arc-hybrid parsing with comparable network sizes. Parsing results are obtained by averaging 5 models initialized with different random seeds and standard deviation is also provided. Our system reaches 94.8% UAS and parses the whole section 23 in 1.13 seconds (DP only) on an Intel Xeon 2.10 GHz. Although our system is trained via local classifiers, we can see that it improves over global 9 https://github.com/clab/dynet 10 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe Ablations indicate that the major part of scoring comes from dependencies. We may also conclude that (i) derivation information is useful per se but most importantly as an auxiliary task to improve dependencies and (ii) the stack size is paramount in this model since otherwise the network has no indication of the stack content. If not considered, accuracy drop considerably: step indexes alone are too vague as they can correspond to many different stack and buffer contents.
Discussion and Related Work
Derivation Parsing Maximum subgraph selection has played a central role in dependency parsing since the MST reduction by McDonald et al. (2005) and can also be traced back to the parsingas-intersection tradition in phrase-based parsingsee for instance (Billot and Lang, 1989 ) -where the goal is to find, starting from a generic grammar, a graph-structure (a shared forest) that recognizes the input presented as a string or an automaton. In dependency parsing, this approach has since been extended to more complex dependencies such as non-crossing and 1-endpoint-crossing dependencies (Kuhlmann and Jonsson, 2015; Cao et al., 2017) .
There is a long line of research which solve the different variants of transition-based dependency parsing algorithms with dynamic programming. Recent work showed that this can be performed efficiently, in O(n 3 ), for arc-hybrid parsers (Gómez-Rodríguez et al., 2008) and have since been extended with non-linear classifiers (Kiperwasser and Goldberg, 2016; Shi et al., 2017) to reach state-of-the-art parsing accuracy.
We depart from both in the following way. In most works on maximum subgraph selection, the class of valid subgraph is a class defined only by properties on dependencies. Here we represent derivations instead of derived structures. In that respect, we are closer to approaches developed for mildly-context sensitive formalisms such as Tree Adjoining Grammars which work primarily on the derivation tree (Corro et al., 2017) and consider the derived tree, i.e. the parse structure, as a byproduct. Compared to other dynamic programming approaches to arc-hybrid parsing, we therefore work on a richer model, and have more expressive power to take a representation of states into account in the scoring scheme. This comes at a cost since the time complexity of our parsing algorithm is O(n 4 ), an order of magnitude higher. The stack information (size) is minimal and is used to parameterize access to information available from step embeddings.
Compared to joint parsing systems working on both constituents and dependencies, our approach doesn't require external linguistic knowledge such as head percolation rules. On the other hand, since derivations don't add new information, but merely offer a new vision of the problem, the potential accuracy gain is lower.
Machine Learning Aspects Self-attention networks have been used in parsing, see for instance (Kitaev and Klein, 2018) , whether based on dependencies or syntagms. Curiously we found few models of transition-based parsing based on these networks, and bidirectional recurrent network are still preferred in most architectures, where they are believed to capture some information about the sequential nature of transition-based algorithms. Instead we present a non-sequential model of transition-based parsing where representation vectors are obtained via unrolled iterative estimation (Greff et al., 2017) .
Our encoder-decoder architecture together with independence assumptions made in the probabilistic model which decomposes a derivation score in several subtasks can be seen as auxiliary tasks as in (Coavoux et al., 2018) .
The use of expected head vectors as input of the step encoder is related to the syntactic head attention of the SRL neural architecture in (Strubell et al., 2018) .
Conclusion
We presented the arc-hybrid parsing transition rule system as a subgraph selection problem and showed how this can be solved exactly by a dy-namic programming algorithm. This theoretical result is backed up by state-of-the-art results on the PTB.
This new representation of the problem is the basis of a novel neural architecture which learns vertex representations (for derivation steps) and edge scores (for derivation features).
From a parsing perspective, understanding why derivation prediction is a good auxiliary task to learn syntactic dependencies could prove insightful to explain how transitions and dependencies are related.
The derivation/derived pair is a very powerful concept that remains to be fully exploited. In particular, there are two promising avenues for future improvements. First, the learning framework could be enriched in a setting where the derivation graph is modeled as a latent variable and marginalized over. It remains to be seen if this can be done exactly or if sampling is required for efficiency. Second, since the score of a solution is the sum of the scores of elements in a pair, it should be possible to design an approximate solver based on lagrangian decomposition more efficient in practice.
